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Dear Sir/Madam

Graffiti: submission by Shopfront Youth Legal Centre
The Shopfront Youth Legal Centre is a free legal service for homeless and
disadvantaged young people. The Shopfront is a joint project of Mission
Australia, The Salvation Army and the law firm Freehills. We are based in the
inner city but work with young people aged 25 and under throughout the Sydney
metropolitan area.
The Shopfront specialises in criminal law and represents young people in the
Children’s, Local, District and Supreme Courts. We also provide legal assistance
in the areas of victims’ compensation, family law, care and protection, fines and
debts, and minor civil matters.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a submission to this review.
How significant a concern is graffiti?
It is important to establish at the outset exactly what is meant by “graffiti”. In a
narrow sense the term is sometimes used to refer only to illegal graffiti, that is,
words and images (such as “tags”) painted on walls without the consent of the
owner of the property.
However, the term “graffiti” is generally used in a broader sense to encompass
legal as well as illegal graffiti. Legal graffiti (painted with the consent of the
property owner) is not a problem and, indeed, can considerably enhance public
amenity. Legal graffiti, in the form of murals and “pieces”, is widely regarded as a
legitimate art from. For example, Melbourne’s “graffiti lanes” are now a
nationally (and maybe internationally) recognised artistic attraction.
Illegal graffiti is clearly an issue of concern for our community, and to this extent
the policy objectives of the legislation to reduce graffiti remain valid.

However, how serious a problem is illegal graffiti?
The percentage of malicious property damage incidents that are graffiti-related is
still relatively low (10.2% in 2006).1
According to the 1999 Australian Bureau of Statistics Survey of Crime and
Safety, 25% of persons reported vandalism, graffiti or damage to property to be
among the problems in their neighbourhood but only 4.9% perceived this to be a
main problem in their neighbourhood. A paper by BOCSAR, which discusses the
results of this survey, concludes that graffiti seems to be of the highest concern in
areas without other major public order concerns2.
There appears to be a perception held by some members of the community that
graffiti is linked with violence; for these people, graffiti is a source of fear and
anxiety. This fear, however, appears to be largely baseless. Evidence suggests that
the majority of vandals confine their activity towards property rather than people.3
It is further stated by White that “Graffiti does not necessarily, nor logically, nor
automatically, equate with criminality”.4
It is suggested that there is a group within graffiti culture that is attracted to the
illegal element of the activity; these people are often involved in other high risk
and criminal behaviours, including violence. However, these are thought to
represent a minority.5
We suggest that there is a need for a public education campaign to dispel the
perception that graffiti is inextricably linked to violence and other forms of crime,
and the consequent fear associated with graffiti.
Current legislative provisions
There are currently a number of graffiti-related provisions in different Acts and
Regulations. They are not entirely consistent with each other, and we suggest that
some may be redundant.
In our experience, people accused of graffiti-related offences are invariably
charged with malicious damage (Crimes Act s.195) and not with offences under
the Summary Offences Act (e.g. s.7, 8, 9 and 10A).
Occasionally our clients are issued with infringement notices for graffiti or
vandalism under clause 36 of the Rail Safety (General) Regulation. The amount of
the penalty is generally $400, which significantly exceeds the penalty that would
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be imposed by a Children’s Court (or, in many cases, a Local Court) for such an
offence.
In our experience the provisions relating to community service work and graffiti
removal appear to be under-utilised, at least in most parts of metropolitan Sydney.
Benefits of legal walls
There have been a number of successful legal graffiti projects conducted by
various local councils around New South Wales that demonstrate the benefits of
erecting legal murals and walls in local communities.
The evidence appears to show that, if given a legal outlet for their art, many
graffiti artists will avail themselves of this. Further, graffiti writers rarely graffiti
on walls and surfaces they “respect”, e.g. on top of murals painted by other artists.
For example, Wollongong City Council’s annual Aerosol Arts projects allow
participants to develop an understanding of other legal means of expression and
provides an opportunity to create high quality and publicly acceptable works in
public areas such as soccer clubs, child care centres and markets.6
Wollongong City Council’s successful ‘2001 An Aerosol Odyssey’ project saw a
heavily graffitied community facility become the site of a large mural wall. This
site was only damaged on one occasion in the two years since it was painted7
A similar outcome was observed by the Warringah Council as a result of
establishing six legal graffiti walls in 1999. All of these sites were placed in the
vicinity of buildings which had been the target of illegal graffiti over a long period
of time. As a result of the establishment of the legal walls, there was an immediate
reduction in the incidence of graffiti in nearby areas.8
Other Councils which have also experienced a reduction in graffiti incidents as a
result of legal graffiti spaces include Hornsby Shire Council and Wyong Shire
Council.9
The NSW Premier’s Department has also recognised that legal alternative
activities involving community arts, and graffiti art in particular, are a valuable
part of broader crime prevention strategies which re-direct behaviour away from
illegal activity.10
The importance of other youth friendly strategies being used to curb illegal graffiti
is also recognised. These strategies promote community involvement,
development of job and living skills, and a positive image of young people in the
community.11
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Environmental/design factors
Graffiti is often described as being a reflection of young people’s feeling of
alienation from their physical environment.12 It is therefore suggested that
measures to make the environment more ‘friendly’ to young people such as,
providing alternative activities for young people (including the establishment of
legal walls) and developing a positive profile of young people in the community
would go a long way in improving the sense of belonging for these young
individuals.13
It has been suggested that the consideration of graffiti in the development of new
urban designs (such as in public housing and other public places) to make them
attractive and foster a sense of ownership by users, goes a long way to minimise
opportunities for illegal graffiti.14
Proposed ban on sale of aerosol spray paint
Although aerosol spray paint is often used for illegal graffiti, there are many
legitimate uses of aerosol spray paint which would be detrimentally effected if
such a ban were implemented.
A complete ban on the sale of aerosol paint would negatively affect many
legitimate and beneficial aerosol art projects, some of which have been mentioned
above. These projects have also opened doors for many graffiti artists in a
commercial sense in that they can provide profitable opportunities to participants
by way of sign writing for local businesses which in turn has led to further work
for other organisations.15
If the sale of aerosol spray paint were banned, graffiti writers would inevitably
find other media with which to paint or draw graffiti. Such a ban is likely to cause
an increase in the use of other instruments such as wide-tipped markers, paint
sticks, pens and etching implements (e.g. glass cutters, rocks, keys, coins and
chemical etching compounds), which are more easily accessible and easier to steal
and conceal.16
The ineffectiveness of an outright ban on aerosol sprays has previously been
illustrated in the US during the mid-1980s and early 1990s when measures were
taken to restrict the sale of aerosol spray paint. In Chicago, a complete banning on
the outright retail selling of wide-tipped marker pens and spray paints was
imposed. However these measures were apparently unsuccessful in reducing the
incidence of graffiti in these cities and did not prove to be the ‘quick fix’ that
legislators hoped for.17
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Further feedback from the US indicates that glass etching vandalism increases
significantly when access to other methods of tagging is restricted.18 It is therefore
argued that a ban on aerosol spray cans will lead to a displacement by taggers to
more destructive forms of graffiti such as “glass etching”, which is already
emerging as a significant problem throughout Australia.19
Ban on sale of aerosol spray paint to under-18s
In our view, the current law banning the sale of spray paint cans to persons under
18 is unfairly discriminatory. Young people (particularly those under 18) are often
unfairly demonised as being exclusively responsible for graffiti vandalism.
We concede that statistics suggest that under-18s are responsible for the majority
of graffiti-related offending (recorded crime statistics suggest that about 75% of
persons of interest proceeded against for graffiti-related offences are under 18).20
However, we suggest that this is partly a reflection of police targeting of under18s, and also the fact that children are generally less sophisticated offenders (and
thus more likely to be apprehended) than adults.
Other possible legislative and policy responses
In a NSW Parliamentary Library Briefing Paper21, it is suggested that the USA is
one of the most “progressive and experimental” countries in regard to graffiti
initiatives. There is nothing in the paper about the effectiveness of these
initiatives.
We would not necessarily agree that some of the initiatives described in this paper
are “progressive”; further, the Briefing Paper does not provide any evidence about
the effectiveness of these initiatives.
One of the least progressive initiatives undertaken in the USA is revoking graffiti
offenders’ drivers’ licences. We would be strongly opposed to any similar
measure being adopted in NSW. The practice of imposing licence sanctions on
people who default on non-traffic fines has attracted severe criticism from a
number of individuals and organisations, including the NSW Sentencing Council.
The detrimental effects of this practice, not just on fine defaulters but on the wider
community, have been clearly demonstrated22.
Summary and recommendations
In summary, the Shopfront Youth Legal Centre recommends:
1. There are already adequate legislative provisions to deal with illegal
graffiti. Any legislative amendment should involve repealing existing
provisions rather than adding new ones.
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2. A ban on the sale of aerosol spray-paint should not be imposed, and the
current prohibition on its sale to under-18s should be repealed.
3. The provision of legal graffiti walls and aerosol art projects should be
encouraged and expanded.
4. Given the NSW Government’s expressed commitment to evidence-based
criminal justice policies, we suggest that BOCSAR should be
commissioned to perform research about the effectiveness of different
legislative and policy strategies in combating illegal graffiti. This should
be done before the enactment of any new legislation, such as a provision to
further restrict the sale of aerosol spray paint.
Thank you for considering this submission. If you wish to discuss any issues
arising, please contact me on 9322 4808 or at jane.sanders@freehills.com.
Yours faithfully

Jane Sanders
Principal Solicitor
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